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Possible Visiting Scholar? 

What is the status of the funding application for the possible visiting scholar from Wuhan? 
 
Discussions: 
 
She has university approval. FSS just submitted a letter of recommendation. Apparently  
she’s still waiting for Chinese gov’t approval, but FSS is optimistic. The term may be as long 
 as a year (?!).  
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Dark Matter Chat Goals 

I want to better understand constraints from experiment on DM with vector coupling,  
and how the eta(‘) decays can contribute. 
 
I want to understand how KLOE-II and BESIII might improve the state of the art over the 
next ~5 years … 
 
… so I can figure out what aspects of DM searches the Jlab eta(‘) program should 
concentrate on in the  
 

•next several years with GlueX base equipment, and  
 

•longer term with upgrades such as a DIRC and a PbWO forward calorimeter. 
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BESIII Invisible Decays Search 
BESIII published “Search for eta and eta’ Invisible Decays in J/PsiPhi eta and Phi eta’ “ 
PRD 87, 012009 (2013) 
 
The tagging reactions mentioned in the title are quite clean. They also provide a 
significant boost to the eta(‘), hence a well-defined region of the detector can be 
searched for decay products.  Results were 

 
UL B(eta invisible)  < 1.0E-4 
UL B(eta’invisible) < 5.3E-4 

 
In terms a neutral, spin-1 gauge boson U coupling to light quarks, the upper limit  for the  
amplitude eta(‘)  UU in the formalism of Fayet PRD 74, 054034 (2006) was roughly 
 

f qV <  3E-2  (or equivalently, fqV
2/4pi = 7E-5 ) 

 
assuming Mu is light enough to make the decay possible (and of course invisible).  
 
I believe BESIII provides the best constraints in some mass ranges.  BESIII seems to have 
been ignored in the alpha_B vs Mv Figure 1a of Brian Batell et al, PRD 90, 115014 (2014). 
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Discussions: 
 
No special comment.  
 
 Long discussion on GlueX commissioning though.   



There is Increasing Interest in  
non-Leptophillic vector DM  

Sean Tulin, PRD 89, 114008 (2014) and MesonNet14 talk 
Brian Batell et al, PRD 90, 115014 (2014) 
 
The most intriguing “g-2 muon” phase space for lepto-philic, GeV-scale vector bosons has 
been excluded thru searches for U (or A’ )e+e-.   
 
Experiments such as APEX and HPS at Jlab will continue to increase sensitivity. 
 
Interest is increasing in 
 

• DM vector bosons which decay invisibly (as in the BESIII analysis) or partly invisibly, 
and 
 
•Leptophobic DM vector bosons which decay visibly (as in recent JEF proposal) 
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Discussions: 
 
 No special comment. 



 DM vector bosons which decay invisibly/partly invisibly 

 
Sean Tulin advocates we search for  
eta(‘)  gamma + invisible.  
 
Comments: 

•If produced by a diagram like that above, the eta(‘)  2B width would be 
proportional to a dark amplitude f1**4, while eta(‘)gamma+B would be 
proportional to a different dark amplitude alpha* f**2 (see eqns 48 and 53 in the 
Fayet 2006 reference). These are complementary measurements, but for the small 
f1,2 being probed, I think I finally understand why Sean feels the reaction with a 
photon is more sensitive. 
•… and as an experimentalist, I presume detecting the photon will reduce 
backgrounds further.  
•Furthermore, the photon reaction  

•Accesses an almost x2 broader mass range than eta(‘)  2U(invisible) 
•Accesses a MUCH wider mass range than K+  pi+ + invisible. 
•Accesses a mass range which is otherwise difficult/impossible to access. 

 
JEF might be able to develop a clean eta tag to do this with standard GlueX. 
 

BESIII already has clean eta and eta’ tags.  Is this reasonable? 

h 

g 

B 

u,d,s 
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Discussions: 
 
 I think FSS buys this now. 
 
He was initially worried about eta(‘)gamma+inv being mimicked by eta(‘)2gamma 
losing one photon down the beam hole. But that’s just a matter of restricting the fiducial 
acceptance so that doesn’t happen.  
 
FSS commented that KLOE-II might be more competitive than BESIII for clean eta tags 
because the BESIII J/Psiphi+eta has a small branching ratio. But BESIII probably has no 
competition for cleanly tagged eta’.    



Leptophobic DM vector bosons which decay visibly  

 
    It is helpful to remember that the dark B boson has the omega quantum numbers, so can 
be thought of as a “dark omega”.  
 

eta gamma+ B 
   In the eta mass range,  Sean finds that Bgamma+pi0, thus the observed final state 
would be eta  pi0 + 2gamma.  There is a small SM background from the rare, doubly 
radiative decay. One looks for a pi0+gamma bump in the Dalitz distribution. 
   The high background from eta3pi0 with missing photons means no one can do this 
without a high resolution calorimeter. JEF cannot do this with base equipment GlueX. 
 

eta’ gamma+ B 
   In the eta’ mass range, Sean find that B pi+pi-pi0, thus the observed final state would 
be eta’  gamma + pi+pi-pi0. 
    There are continuum bkgs from SM processes such as eta’  gamma + omega in the tails 
of the omega resonance. That’s not necessarily bad though because the omega and the 
dark omega mix, causing a coherent enhancement.  JEF probably can access this with base 
equipment GlueX once calibrations are complete.  
 

But BESIII can probably do it now. The eta’ mass range is very interesting. 
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Discussions: 
 
BESIII has done a lot of related work with eta’ decays. 
 
They looked at eta’  gamma + pi+pi-pi0. 
 
•They saw what looked like a background from eta’  3pi with a radiated photon. One 
can cut the photons that are nearly co-linear with the pi+ or pi-, but it’s an irreducible 
continuum bkg at some level.  FSS reproduced the same back of the envelope bkg 
estimate that I’ve done: alpha * BR_3pi. It doesn’t look significant. 
 
•They saw the omega peak in M3pi you would expect from eta’ gamma + omega. 
Long tails from the omega are again an irreducible continuum background.  
 
•It sounded like they saw more background than they thought was reasonable for a 
competitive B search and quit. 
 
• I don’t think they appreciated until I told them that the omega peak and tails are our 
friend, since  the omega and B mix and enhance the B signal. Hence the FOM for this 
analysis is much more complicated than the usual signal/sqrt(Bkg) which assumes an 
incoherent background.  
   



Jlab eta tag note 
 
JEF will almost certainly not have a clean eta(‘) tag via 
 

 gamma+peta(‘) +p 
 
However, we may be able to construct a clean tag for the eta via 
 

gamma+peta’+p  
 
 followed by 
 

eta’ pi+pi-+eta 
 
(or gamma+ppi+pi-p+eta, demanding  Mx = Meta’ in gamma+pX+p plus 
perhaps additional constraints on the size of M2pi) 
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Discussions: 
 
 No special comment. 


